Abstract-Analyze a human visual model based wavelet domain digital watermark algorithm and improved it. First conduct multi-level wavelet decomposition on original image and modify medium frequency coefficient, and then adapt the algorithm to embed the watermark into the source image. The experiment shows that the watermark embedded image enjoys better imperceptibility and robustness to JPEG compression, add gaussian noise, contrast enhancement e.t. traditional image processing operations.
INTRODUCTION
The swift development of multimedia and Internet enable the communication and transmission of images and videos and other multimedia information become easier and quicker. However, the replicability, modifiability and ease of dissemination of digital media information raised new challenge to copyright protection and information security of digital products. The pressing requirement to digital products protection and information security created digital watermarking technology a hot topic in the fields of multimedia information security researchers [1, 2] . Digital Watermarking technology refers to the way that used to embedding latent watermarking in digital multimedia data with signal processing method and these markings are usually invisible, it can only be extract through dedicated detectors or reader unit. The technology can be break into two categories in view of the implementation process [3] (i.e. spatial and transform domain algorithm). The key point of spatial domain algorithms is embedding watermarking directly into the spatial host media, this method is the main modus of early digital watermarking implement [4] and there are more active researches in recent years. Spatial algorithms typically enjoy fast speed, but poor robustness generally and the size of watermarking that to be embedding is usually restricted. Transform domain method refers to convert the presentation format of host media to transform domain first and then perform the watermarking embedding. This method has many good features like robustness, invisibility and so on; some algorithms also combine with the current image and video compression standard. In methods of this sort, the wavelet based multimedia watermarking technology is a relatively active research area [5] in recent years, especially with the JPEG2000 [6] standard subsumed the wavelet transform, which make the researches on the areas are more meaningful.
Lewis and Knowles quantify wavelet coefficients to realize image compression and obtained the quantitative array self-adapting in the light of the sensitivity that human eye response to noise [8] , which result in the establishment of wavelet based vision model. Barni e.t. improved the visual model and apply it to the digital watermark embedding process. Decompose the original image with 4 levels of wavelet and then modify the coefficients with medium or high frequency of wavelet in each level according to visual model to embed watermarking. After analysis the image with watermark, the statistic show us the watermarks are principal hide in place of rich texture, dim intensity and marginal area of images, which ensure the imperceptibility of the image. Guzman, too, utilized the vision model and the difference is that he selected only the medium and high frequency part of the first level of wavelet to embed into watermark. And conduct JPEG compression, add Gaussian noise, cropping, geometry rotation, enhance intensity and other attack test, which indicate that the algorithm enjoy excellent robustness to these attacks in addition to JPEG compression.
We divided watermark into two parts that are embedded into the third horizontal detailed and vertical detailed band respectively to adjust coefficient on the basis of human vision system. The updated algorithm possessed robustness while improved the imperceptibility of images.
II. VISUAL MODEL OF WAVELET DOMAIN WATERMARKING ALGORITHM
As a branch of harmonic analysis, wavelet theory provides a uniform framework for a variety of signal and image processing. Image signal can be separated into sub image signals that enjoy different spatial resolution, frequency and direction properties [7] with the help of wavelet multiple resolution decomposition.
Image could be divided up into 4 sub-bands, one of which is low frequency and the rest 3 are of medium and high frequency detailed sub-bands through discrete wavelet transform, each of them with a size of the 1/4 of original image and the low frequency sub-band could be carried out subdivision once again. Figure 1 represents 4-level wavelet decomposition diagrams [8, 9] .
We define
The visual model of wavelet domain watermarking algorithm consists of the following three parts:
(1) Human eyes are insensitive to noise from image of different directions and levels with medium and high frequency, especially for those at 45° direction. Suppose different levels l(l = 0,1,2,3), sub-bands have distinct noise covering factors recorded as S(l,θ), then S(l,θ) could be estimate by formula (1 
(2) Human visual system enjoys different visual sensitivity to noise from different intensity domain of the images and is insensitive to noise of very dark or bright image fields. Given that the intensive factor of spatial point
(3) Human eyes are extremely insensitive to noise of image textural fields, that is to say, texture could cover up high intensive noise. Let L(l, i, j) be the factor of texture effect, which could be characterized by the square of varied detailed sub images local mean and the variance of low frequency band, calculate by a 2 × 2 neighborhood at pixel (i, j)respectively just like formula (3) shows. 
The above three formulas indicate that the visual model considering the varied frequencies of human visual system, the sensitivity of different direction and the cover effect of different intensive contrast, which provides excellent evidence to decide the watermark strength and location where to embed the watermark.
This article select coefficients is mainly refer to formula (2) and embed watermark into the darker fields of the image. We break watermark embedding process into the following steps:
III. IMBEDDING AND EXTRACTION OF WATERMARK

A. Watermark Embedding
Step1: decompose the original image I with 4 levels of wavelet, as shown in Figure 1 .
Step2: the one dimensional vector w is
The length of w is N = p × q, then divide w into two weights: Step5: get the watermark contained image I ′ after employ the modified wavelet sub-band to perform reconstruction.
B. Watermark Extraction
The sub-bands of 
Similarly, you can find the embedded watermark in 2 2 I and get the one-dimensional vector with the length of N . It is become possible to get the binary image in the light of the inverse process of watermark construction.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We assess watermark perceptibility through subject test or quality metrics. Subjective test put up certain value on the final quality evaluation, but is unpractical in the case of research and development.
On this circumstance, the quantization of distortion is more effective, which also make the comparison between different methods tend to be reasonable, because the result do not depend on the subjective assessment. The generally used metrics is the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). 
In the commonly used video sequence and commercial image applications we let K = 8 and rightly let α max be 255 in some documents.
We adopt NC as watermark evaluation criteria. 
We perform wavelet decomposition experiment with Haar basis at level 3, select classic 512 × 512 "Barbara" as the original image and 32 × 32 binary image as the watermark.
In order to balance the imperceptibility and robustness, as document [6] says, select α = 30 as a regulatory factor shown in There are several attack tests and the results below:
(1) JPEG compression. Table I is the comparison of two algorithms under JPEG compression attack, where QF is compression factor and PSNR is the value based on the original image and the JPEG compressed watermark.
The watermark can be completely extracted when QF is greater than 13 and is seriously distorted when QF = 9, but it would still be able to make out a Chinese character from the watermark image.
(2) Add Gaussian noise. 'Density' stands for density factor range from 1 to 100 in Table II, 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a wavelet domain watermarking algorithm based on human visual system in the article. The results of experiment indicate that the watermark embedded image has better imperceptibility which attribute to application of human vision model. Attack tests confirmed that this algorithm is with strong robustness to several conventional watermarking attacks such as JPEG compression, adding Gaussian noise, median filter and contrast enhancement. The selection of wavelet coefficients only utilizes visual sensitivity of noise in different intensity domains, the application of visual model could continue to improve. And how to combine with the visual sensitivity that human eye on noise of image textural area will be the direction of research in the future. 
